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Quilting Workshops – Programs

Eat Your Veggies
Pineapple Trim Tool

BOOKS

Curvy Log Cabin - 8"
Carousel

Upstairs Downstairs Log Cabin
Log Cabin Trim Tool

Curvy Log Cabin - 6"
Rainbow Swirls

www.jeanannquilts.com
jeanannquilts@gmail.com
770-402-5747

Cut The Cake Hexies
Hexagon Trim Tool

Jelly Roll Quilts

Lectures/Programs
Quilts in my suitcase: Quilts and Quips from a Traveling Quilt Author, Designer, Editor
Trunk show of 20 plus quilts. Quilts are pulled out of suitcases complete with stories about the
inspirations that brought them to life. Sharing inside secrets of how magazines and books are
really put together you will get the inside scoop of the quilt publishing world. A real time look at
the many quilts made "on the go" as they were stitched to the finish line. All classes can be all
day or half day hands-on workshops.

Workshops
Upstairs Downstairs Log Cabin
Fun, fast and perfect log cabin blocks: Try this new no-math, no-measuring method to make
log cabin blocks. Trimming each round insures a perfectly pieced block with more sewing, less
cutting. The Log Cabin Trim Tool designed by Jean Ann is required for the class. It can be
ordered in advance from www.jeanannquilts.com or purchased the day of the class.

Eat Your Veggies Pineapple Table Runner
The new Pineapple Trim Tool promises a perfect pineapple block every time you make one. Just
stitch and trim your strips in place and wella! pineapples good enough to eat appear like magic.
Another no-math, no-measure tool designed by Jean Ann Wright and manufactured by Creative
Grids©.

Cut The Cake Hexies
Stitching up a few hexagons using one 40 count pack of layer cake squares is as easy as
munching a cupcake. The new hexagon trim tool insures you will have a perfect block and a
perfect fit as you sew the blocks together.

Carousel – 8” Curvy Log Cabin
Create the illusion of curves by sewing blocks with half wide and half narrow strips. The Curvy
tool guarantees you will have a perfect block every time….and in half the time of traditional
methods used to make this block..

Rainbow Swirls – 6” Curvy Log Cabin
A fun to sew quilt made with blocks that give illusion of curves with half wide and half narrow
strips. The Curvy tool guarantees you will have a perfect block every time….and in half the time
of traditional methods used to make this block.

Jelly Roll Jambalaya
Got pre-cuts and don’t know what to do with them? Pick hexagon shaped Mardi Gras Beads or
Andouille that uses a1600” long strip that is quartered and pieced together. Both can be
incorporated into one workshop – Half day pick a project – whole day make two!

Fees:
$700 for each all day workshop - $400 for each half day workshop
$300 for presenting a lecture/ program (1 to 2 hours)
Meals and Lodging to be reimbursed determined at actual cost, guild hospitality accepted
Travel reinbursed at cost for air travel or driving mileage (55 cents per mile with distance
calculated using Google Maps)
Contact - jeanannquilts@gmail.com - www.jeanannquilts.com 770-402-5747 Washington, DC

